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INTRODUCTION TO THE 

PCA STANDARDS 
The most important function of an association is to establish industry standards. 

Defining what constitutes the proper way of doing things and communicating those 

standards removes the "veil of secrecy" that so often exists between an industry 

and the public. When the terms by which an industry's members communicate 

with the public and each other are clear to consumers, chances for confusion and 

disagreements are greatly reduced. 

PCA seeks to make the painting and decorating industry less opaque both to those 

who work within it and to those who invest in its services. Standards are organized 

into seven sections: (1) scope, (2) significance and use, (3) reference documents 

and standards, (4) definitions, (5) standard specification, (6) comments, and (7) 

disclaimer of liability. They cover a range of issues that often become the subject of 

misunderstandings or contract disputes and provide guidance for both the contractor 

and the layman. 

Comments or questions regarding the Standards or their interpretation should be 

addressed to the Chair of the Standards Committee at PCA headquarters. 
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PCA 

PCA STANDARDS 

PCA Standard Pl establishes criteria for determining a properly painted surface, 
defines touch up and repair, and determines which party to an agreement should 
bear the financial responsibility for such work. 

PCA Standard P2 establishes criteria for determining the qualifications and 
responsibilities of third parties charged with conducting inspections of coatings 
application work performed by painting and decorating contractors, as well as the 
procedures to be followed by inspectors in the performance of their duties. The 
establishment of "inspection hold points" by all parties to the agreement are an 
important part of this standard. 

PCA Standard P3 describes the impact on the costs associated with and time 
required to complete a project as the number and placement of paint colors and 
types of finishes grow. The standard is intended to provide guidance in those 
instances where the number and placement of paint colors and color ranges are 
either not specified in the bid documents or are unclear. 

PCA Standard P4 establishes criteria for determining which of the parties to an 
agreement has responsibility for inspecting and approving surfaces prior to their 
being painted or decorated. 

• PCA Standard PS establishes a procedure for the submission and approval of 
benchmark samples which will serve to determine achievable quality from specified
preparation, paint and coating systems.

PCA Standard P6 establishes criteria for determining the acceptance of completed
wallcovering installations and defines the responsibilities of the parties to an
agreement.

PCA Standard P7 establishes criteria for the order of work performed by various
parties on a construction project as it relates to the efficient and successful
completion of painting and decorating work. The cost impact of variations from a
prescribed schedule are discussed.

• PCA Standard PS establishes the contracting entity's responsibility maintenance 
of painted and coated surfaces and prescribes procedures and financial 
responsibilities for inspecting and repainting previously painted surfaces that have 
since become aesthetically less pleasing in appearance. 

PCA Standard P9 defines terms commonly used to describe work to be performed 
by painting and decorating contractors in the routine and ordinary course of their
duties. This standard clarifies the work scope and responsibilities of the painting
and decorating contractor.

PCA Standard P10 prescribes a methodology for measuring surfaces for estimating
& bidding painting & decorating work.

PCA Standard P11 defines painter's caulk to determine its suitability and 
establish its placement whether delineated, implied and/or not referenced in the
specifications for painting.
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PCA 

PCA Standard P12 establishes consistent procedures for the specification of block 

filling and the application of block filler prior to painting paint grade smooth face 

concrete masonry units. 

PCA Standard P13 the inspection and acceptance of architectural paints on the 

interior surfaces of structures when dry film thickness is specified. 
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• PCA Standard P14 levels of surface preparation for repainting and maintenance

projects receiving architectural coatings.

• PCA Standard P15 establishes procedures for the evaluation of shop primer applied 

by an entity other than the painting and decorating contractor, including, but not 

limited to siding and other architectural features.

PCA Standard P16 assigns responsibilities to the various entities involved when

wallcovering is removed by an entity other than the painting and decorating

contractor in preparation for painting. 

PCA Standard P17 assigns responsibilities to the various entities involved with 

smooth face tilt-up is field painted. 

• PCA Standard P18 defines criteria for the documentation of extra work to a contract

for painting and decorating. 

• PCA Standard P19 defines the field of Decorative Finishing. 

PCA Standard P20 establishes procedures for the close out of painting and

decorating projects.

PCA Standard P21 establishes consistent procedures for the specification of stain

and clear coating on new interior wood surfaces.

PCA Standard P22 establishes consistent procedures for the specification of

utilizing pressurized water to clean surfaces or prepare surfaces for painting. 

PCA Standard P23 identifies typical common items that are not implied to be a part

of the Painting and Decorating Contractors work unless explicitly referenced in the

specification or contract documents for painting or finishing. 

PCA Standard P24 establishes procedures for the inspection and acceptance of 

spot repairs made to existing finishes. 

PCA Standard P25 establishes a fair and reasonable allowance for the repair and 

correction of damage to surfaces finished by the painting and decorating contractor.

Clarifies the amount of reasonable damage repair painting included in the painting 

and decorating contractor’s bid.

•  



















































































































































































PCA Standard P21 

7. Disclaimer of Liability

PCA 

7.1. PCA does not warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 

completeness or usefulness of any of the information contained herein. 
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PCA P23 
Painting and Decorating Contractors 

Implied Exclusions from Scope of Work 

1. Scope

1.1. The purpose of this standard is to identify typical common items that are not implied to be 
a part of the Painting and Decorating Contractors work unless explicitly referenced in the 
specification or contract documents for painting or finishing. 

1.2. It is the intent of this document to clarify the scope of work of the Painting and Decorating 
Contractor when the specifications and contract documents are not clear. 

2. Significance & Use

2.1. Specifications and contract documents are often unclear or are silent regarding listing 
specific items that are to be field painted or finished. 

2.2. Specific substrates may be cited such as wood, metal, plaster, etc., but specific items are 
often not listed. 

2.3. This standard lists specific items that are not included in the painting and decorating 
contractor's scope of work unless specifically stated in the contract documents. 

3. Reference Standards & Documents

3.1. Dictionary of Architecture and Construction, Fourth Edition, 2005 

3.2. MPI, The Master Painters Glossary Version- Painting and Decorating Terminology Version 
4.0, 2004. 

3.3. Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Eleventh Edition, Copyright 2003. 

3.4. PCA Standard P9 Definition of Trade Terms 

3.5. PCA Pll Painter's Caulk, Implied Requirements 

3.6. PCA P18 Recommended Protocol for Documenting Extra Work to a Contract 

3.7. If there is a conflict between any of the references and this standard, the requirements of 
this standard shall prevail. 

4. Definitions

PCA 

4.1. CHATTER MARKS: Intermittent transverse marks on a material due to vibrationduring 
rolling, extrusion, cutting, or drawing. [Dictionary of Architecture and Construction] 

4.2. CONTRACT DOCUMENTS: Those documents that comprise a contract, e.g., in a 
construction contract, the owner- contractor agreement, conditions of the contract 
(general, supplementary, and other conditions), plans, and/or drawings, specifications, all 
addenda, modifications, and changes thereto, together with any other items stipulated as 
being explicitly included. [Dictionary of Architecture and Construction] 

4.3. COUNTERSINKING: to make a countersink on (a hole); to set the head of (as a screw) at or 
below the surface. [Merriam- Webster's] 
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4.4. EIFS: Abbreviation for Exterior Insulation and Finishing System [Dictionary of Architecture 

and Construction] 

4.5. EXPLICITLY: Fully revealed or expressed without vagueness, implication, or ambiguity; 

leaving no question as to meaning or intent. [Merriam- Webster's] 

4.6. EXPOSED: A surface, area or object that is visible from a position of normal use of the 

facility. This term does not imply that that any finish will be applied by the Painting and 

Decorating Contractor unless explicitly specified. [PCA P9] 

4.7. EXPOSED CONSTRUCTION: Basic materials of construction such as joists, pipes, ducts, 

studs, etc. that are not encased by a finished wall or ceiling. This term does not imply that 

that any finish will be applied by the Painting and Decorating Contractor unless explicitly 

specified. [PCA P9] 

4.8. HARDWARE: Metal products used in construction, such As: bolts, nails, screws, 

4.9. MAINTENANCE: 1) The act of maintaining; the state of being maintained 2) The upkeep of 

property or equipment. [Merriam-Webster's] 

4.10. MUSHROOM: to well up and spread out laterally from a central source; to become enlarged 

or extended. [Merriam-Webster's] 

4.11. PREFINISHED: For the purpose of this standard: Finished by an entity other than the 

Painting and Decorating Contractor. (A completely finished product requiring installation 

only.) [PCA P9] An inappropriate term sometimes used to define "Factory Finished". [MPIJ 

4.12. PAINTING AND DECORATING CONTRACTOR: An individual or firm whose primary business 

is providing surface preparation, and wallcovering and coating application service. 

[PCA P9J 

4.13. SPECIFICATION; A clear accurate description of the technical requirement for material 

products, or services, which specifies the minimum requirement for quality and 

construction of materials and equipment necessary for an acceptable product. In general, 

specifications are in the form of written descriptions, drawings, prints, commercial 

designations, industry standards and other descriptive references. [PCA P9] 

4.14. STANDARD: 1) Something established by authority, custom, or general consent as a model 

or example; criterion 2) Something set up and established by authority as a rule for the 

measure of quantity, weight, extent, value, or quality [Merriam-Webster's] 

4.15. SUBSTRATE: A variant of substratum. In painting, any surface to be painted, including 

wood, concrete, masonry, steel, other metals, and various other materials or previous 

paints. A substrate can, therefore, be bare or covered. A previously unpainted surface 

sometimes is called the "original substrate." [MPI] 

5. Standard Specification

PCA 

5.1. The following items shall be excluded from the Painting and Decorating Contractor's scope 

of work unless explicitly directed or delineated in specification section 09 90 00, Painting 

or the contract documents: 

5.1.1. 

5.1.2. 

Acoustical tile and sprayed acoustic ceiling surfaces and related hardware. 

Vents, grilles, switch plates, louvers, speakers and covers. 
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5.1.3. Cabinets, shelves, poles, and related hardware. 

5.1.4. Closet interiors when performing repaint or maintenance work. 

PCA Standard P23 

5.1.5. Mechanical ducts, pipes, conduit, screens and equipment, and areas inside ducts. 

5.1.6. Electrical equipment, boxes, raceways, and conduit. 

5.1.7. Concealed spaces. 

5.1.8. Caulking and sealant not implied by PCA Standard Pll Painter's Caulk, Implied 

Requirements. 

5.1.9. Exposed steel and concrete ceilings. 

5.1.10. Fire sprinkler piping and associated hardware. 

5.1.11. Natural finish items such as stone, etc. 

5.1.12. Prefinished items. 

5.1.13. Furniture and associated hardware. 

5.1.14. Floors. 

5.1.15. All roof surfaces and roof mounted items including flashing, gutters, downspouts, 

pipes, equipment, vents, stacks, etc. 

5.1.16. Fences and gates. 

5.1.17. Miscellaneous exterior landscape items such as light poles, benches, signage, 

mailboxes, planters, and gazebos. 

5.1.18. Finishing, waterproofing, or sealing EIFS materials. 

5.1.19. Tops of interior doors except when they are exposed to public view; bottoms of 

doors. 

5.1.20. Countersinking fasteners. 

5.1.21. All items not explicitly referenced in the specification or contract documents for 

painting or finishing. 

5.2. If it is requested that any of the above listed excluded items be field painted or finished, the 

Painting and Decorating Contractor will be compensated in accordance with PCA Standard 

P18 Recommended Protocol for Documenting Extra Work to a Contract. 

5.3. The Painting and Decorating Contractor is not responsible for latent damage including, 

but not limited to, the bleeding of wood knots, and the mushrooming around fasteners on 

medium density fiberboard (MDF). 

6. Comments

PCA 

6.1. This standard is intended to clarify scope of work of the Painting and Decorating 

Contractor. 

6.2. This standard is intended to establish a consensus document for the painting industry's 
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practices. 

7. Notes

PCA 

7.1. PCA does not warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 

completeness or usefulness of any of the information contained herein. 
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PCA P24 Recommended Protocol for Spot Repairing Existing Finishes 

1. Scope

1.1. This standard establishes procedures for the inspection and acceptance of spot repairs 

made to existing finishes. The purpose of this standard is to explain the consequences of 

spot repairing existing finishes. 

1.2. The purpose of this standard is to outline reasonable characteristics and expectations of 

spot repairing of existing finishes. This standard establishes procedures for the inspection 

and acceptance of spot repairs made to existing finishes. 

2. Significance and Use

2.1. Existing substrates and finishes will age differently than new substrates and newly applied 

finishes. 

2.2. It is important that all parties to the contract be made aware that the appearance of spot 

finishes will change with the passage of time. 

2.3. This standard describes various options when spot repairing of finishes is performed. 

3. Reference Standards & Documents

3.1. Dictionary of Architecture and Construction, Fourth Edition, 2005 

3.2. FSCT, (Federation of Societies for Coatings Technology), Coatings Encyclopedia Dictionary, 

edited by Stanley LeSota, 1995. 

3.3. Merriam-Websters 11th Collegiate Dictionary. 

3.4. MPI, The Master Painters Glossary Version- Painting and Decorating Terminology Version 

4.0, 2004. 

3.5. PCA Standard Pl, Touch-Up Painting and Damage Repair: Financial Responsibility and 

Definition of a Properly Painted Surface. 

3.6. If there is a conflict between any of the references and this standard, this standard shall 

prevail. 

4. Definitions

PCA 

4.1. AGE: To become old; show the effects or the characteristics of increasing age [Merriam

Websters] 

4.2. BREAK (POINT): A change in direction of a plane ; usually in reference to a wall. [Dictionary 

of Architecture and Construction] 

4.3. COLOR: One aspect of appearance; a stimulus based on visual response to light, and 

consisting of three dimensions of Hue, Saturation and Lightness. [FSCT] 

4.4. GLOSS: The mirror-like reflectance of light from the surface of a coating or substrate. The 
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shine or luster of a surface. The gloss of paint is generally measured at various standard 

degree angles such as 85, 60, 45 and 20 degrees from the surface. [MPI] 

4.5. OBLIQUE; Neither perpendicular nor parallel; not straightforward [Merriam-Websters] 

4.6. PERPENDICULAR: Being at right angles to a given line or plane. [Merriam-Websters] 

4.7. REASONABLE: Being in accordance with reason; not extreme or excessive. [Merriam

Websters] 

4.8. SPOT FINISHING: Repairing a small area on a dry painted (or otherwise finished) surface 

by blending a fresh coat of paint with the dry coating. [Dictionary of Architecture and 

Construction] 

4.9. TEXTURE: The general physical appearance, or the impression caused by a surface 

structure. [MPIJ 

4.10. ULTRAVIOLET: Light of short wave length (generally below 360 millimicrons) which is 

invisible but has a destructive effect on the chemical components of substrates and 

finishing materials. [MPI] 

5. Standard Specification

PCA 

5.1. Small spot finish on a surface that does not have natural break points. 

5.1.1. The spot to be finished shall be kept as small as possible to minimize the size of the 

repair area. 

5.1.2. The Painting and Decorating Contractor shall provide a reasonable match of the 

color of the spot repair material to the existing color of the adjacent surface. 

5.1.3. The Painting and Decorating Contractor shall provide a reasonable match of the 

gloss of the spot repair material to the existing gloss of the adjacent surface. 

5.1.4. The Painting and Decorating Contractor shall provide a reasonable match of the 

texture of the spot repair to the existing texture of the adjacent surface. 

5.1.5. The acceptability of the spot finish shall be determined when viewed perpendicular 

to the spot finish without magnification, at a distance no less than thirty-nine (39) 

inches under finished lighting conditions. 

5.1.6. When viewed at an oblique angle, a spot finish on a surface that does not have 

natural break points will be visible. As the gloss of the spot repair material is 

increased, the visibility of the spot finished area will be more pronounced. 

5.2. Spot finish on a surface that does have natural break points but does not include entire 

room. 

5.2.1. The color of the spot repair material shall be a reasonable match to the existing 

color of the same surface in the remainder of the room. 

5.2.2. The gloss of the spot repair material shall be a reasonable match to the existing 

gloss of the same surface in the remainder of the room. 

5.2.3. The texture of the spot repair shall be a reasonable match to the existing texture of 

the same surface in the remainder of the room. 
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5.2.4. The acceptability of the spot finish shall be determined when viewed without 

magnification, at a distance no less than thirty-nine (39) inches under finished 

lighting conditions and from a normal viewing position in accordance with PCA 

Standard Pl. 

5.3. Spot finish of a surface in an entire room. 

5.3.1. The color of the spot repair material shall be a reasonable match to the existing 

color of the same surface in the room. 

5.3.2. The gloss of the spot repair material shall be a reasonable match to the existing 

gloss of the same surface in the room. 

5.3.3. The texture of the spot repair shall be a reasonable match to the existing texture of 

the same surface in the room. 

5.3.4. The acceptability of the spot finish shall be determined when viewed without 

magnification, at a distance no less than thirty-nine (39) inches under finished 

lighting conditions and from a normal viewing position in accordance with PCA 

Standard Pl. 

5.4. As both the spot repair materials and the existing finishes age, it is likely that the 

appearance of the spot repaired areas and the existing finishes will be different due to 

different materials being utilized and due varying exposure to ultraviolet light, number of 

paint coats, etc. 

5.5. The visual difference between spot repaired areas and existing finishes is more pronounced 

when stain and clear wood finishes on wood are involved. Refer to PCA standard P21 for 

designation of stain and clear finishes. 

5.6. When colors, glosses and textures are reasonably matched, there will still likely be visible 

differences between spot finished areas and existing finishes. 

5.7. As the type of spot finish process progresses from Small spot finish on a surface that does 

not have natural break points to spot finish on a surface that does have natural break points 

but does not include entire room to Spot finish of a surface in an entire room, the resultant 

visual appearance will be more uniform. 

6. Comments

6.1. This standard establishes a protocol for spot repairing existing finishes. 

6.2. This standard is intended to establish a consensus document for the painting industry's 

practices. 

7. Notes

PCA 

7.1. PCA does not warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 

completeness or usefulness of any of the information contained herein. 
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PCA P25 Allowance for Reasonable Damage Repair Painting 

1. Scope

1.1. The purpose of this standard is to establish a fair and reasonable allowance for the repair 

and correction of damage to surfaces finished by the painting and decorating contractor. 

1.2. This standard clarifies the amount of reasonable damage repair painting included in the 

painting and decorating contractor's bid. 

2. Significance and Use

2.1. All construction projects are subject to damage caused by other trades. 

2.2. This standard establishes a fair procedure for the owner, contractor, and painting contractor 

to establish a reasonable allowance in accordance with CSI Master Format Section O1020-

Allowances to be used for the repair painting of damage caused by other trades. 

3. Reference Standards & Documents

3.1. Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) MasterFormat, 2016 Edition. 

3.2. Dictionary of Architecture and Construction, 4th Edition 

3.3. Master Painters Institute (MPI) , The Master Painters Glossary - Painting and Decorating 

Terminology, 2004. 

3.4. PDCA Estimating Guide Volume 1. 

3.5. PCA Standard Pl, Touch Up Painting and Damage Repair: Financial Responsibility and 

Definition of a Properly Painted Surface. 

3.6. PCA Standard P9, Definition of Trade Terms. 

3.7. PCA Standard P18, Recommended Protocol for Documenting Extra Work to a Contract. 

3.8. If there is a conflict between any of the references and this standard, this standard shall 

prevail. 

4. Definitions

PCA 

4.1. ALLOWANCE: An amount specified and included in a construction contract or 

specifications for a certain item of work whose details are not yet determined at the time of 

contracting. [Wikipedia] 

4.2. ASSOCIATED COSTS: Miscellaneous job-related direct costs including, but not limited 

to, expenses such as equipment, travel expenses, permits, bonds, specialized insurance, 

subcontracts, hazardous waste expenses, etc. [PCA Estimating Guide Volume 1] 

4.3. CONTRACTING ENTITY: The general contractor, owner of the property, construction 

manager, developer or other entity legally responsible for the agreement or authorized 

agent of any of the above. [PCA Standard P9J 
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